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1 Identifying and describing
associations between two
variables

1.1 Overview
Recent research by the University of
Sydney using data from 80 000 adults
over the age of 30 has determined that
strength bearing exercise and cardio
exercise are equally important in the
prevention of premature death, but
strength bearing exercise may be more
effective when applied to premature
death from cancer.

In this study, researchers would have
considered the relationships between the
many variables that pertained to the
80 000 people in their study. These variables
would have included their age, diet and
pre-existing health issues. After taking these
variables into consideration, mortality rates
could be compared based on the type of exercise
undertaken by participants in the study.

Detailed studies such as this require researchers with excellent skill sets in data science. Data scientists,
engineers and statisticians are needed in every industry, university and government department to help set
up data collection infrastructure and to provide in-depth analysis of the data to assist the decision makers
within the company or organisation. Some of these roles require programming skills, statistical skills,
technical skills, written and oral communication skills or any combination of these. Small and large
businesses are also employing consultants to provide timely analysis of available data to grow and sustain
their businesses. There is a vast range of careers within the data science field and it is an area that will
continue to provide employment opportunities into the future.

LEARNING SEQUENCE
1.1 Overview
1.2 Bivariate data
1.3 Two-way frequency tables
1.4 Scatterplots
1.5 Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)
1.6 Review: exam practice

Fully worked solutions for this chapter are available in the Resources section of your eBookPLUS at
www.jacplus.com.au.
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1.2 Bivariate data
1.2.1 Types of data
Data are classified into two main types. The diagram below distinguishes the types.

Data

Categorical

(qualitative)

Numerical

(quantitative)

Nominal

Ordinal

Discrete

Continuous

Categorical data are data whose values are categories, for example, models of cars or ice-cream flavours.
If there is no order associated with the data categories, then they are called nominal data (for example,
answers to questions about a student’s hair colour or method of transport used to travel to school). When
order is associated with the data categories, they are called ordinal data. A response to a question on a scale
(for example, strongly disagree to strongly agree) would constitute ordinal data (that is, some order is
implied). Categorical data is sometimes referred to as qualitative data.

Numerical data, involve numerical values. Discrete data are numerical responses, observations or
records that can be counted (usually whole numbers). They take only certain, set values. Examples of
discrete data would include the number of children in a family and the number of doors on a car.
Continuous data may take any value within the range of the data. Here, we often find data arising as the
result of taking measurements (for example, a person’s height, the daily temperature). Numerical data is
sometimes referred to as quantitative data.

WORKED EXAMPLE 1

State whether the following examples of data are categorical or
numerical.
a. The values of sales recorded at each branch of a fast-food outlet.
b. The breeds of dog that appear at a dog show.

THINK WRITE

a. The values of sales at each branch can be measured. a. The values of sales are numerical data.

b. The breeds of dog at a show give non-numerical results. b. The breeds of dog are categorical data.
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WORKED EXAMPLE 2

State whether each of the following records of numerical data is
discrete or continuous.
a. The number of people in each car that passes through a tollgate
b. The mass of a baby at birth

THINK WRITE

a. The number of people in the car must be a whole
number.

a. The data are numerical and discrete.

b. A baby’s mass can be measured to various degrees
of accuracy.

b. The data are numerical and
continuous.

1.2.2 Univariate and bivariate data
In General Mathematics Unit 2, univariate data analysis was studied
in detail. The study and analysis of univariate data involves the study of
only one variable at a time, for example, the analysis of the heights of 100
basketballers or the favourite television series of 150 first year university
students. The study and analysis of bivariate data is the study of
two variables at the same time to determine if a relationship exists between
those variables and how that relationship can be used to make predictions.
Examples of bivariate data are studying the relationship between weight
and height, gender and voting patterns or blood pressure and age.

WORKED EXAMPLE 3

For the list of variables below select those that are
a. univariate and categorical data
b. univariate and numerical data
c. bivariate and categorical data
d. bivariate and numerical data

1. The weekly income of 24 Year 12 students
2. The favourite spectator sport of 20 Year 12 students
3. The minutes spent on daily exercise and the yearly earnings for 50 commuters on the

morning train
4. Favourite ice-cream flavor and gender of 30 people in a shopping centre
5. The weight and length of 40 new-born babies
6. A telephone poll of 1000 voters asked if the voters were going to vote for Liberal, Labor,

Green, Other or Not sure at the next election
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THINK WRITE

a. Univariate and categorical data involves only one
variable that cannot be measured.
Options 1, 2 and 6 involve only one variable and
options 2 and 6 are categorical.

a. Option 1: The favourite spectator
sport of 20 Year 12 students.
Option 6: A telephone poll of 1000
voters asked if the voters were going
to vote for Liberal, Labor, Green,
Other or Not sure at the next election.

b. Univariate and numerical data involves only one
variable that can be measured.
Option 1 is both univariate and numerical.

b. Option 1: The weekly income of 24
Year 12 students.

c. Bivariate and categorical data involves two
variables that cannot be measured.
Options 3, 4 and 5 involve two variables but only
the variables in option 4 cannot be measured.

c. Option 4: Favourite ice-cream flavor
and gender of 30 people in a shopping
centre

d. Bivariate and numerical data involves two variables
that can be measured.
Options 3 and 5 involve two variables that can be
measured.

d. Option 3: The minutes spent on daily
exercise and the yearly earnings for
50 commuters on the morning train.
Option 5: The weight and length of 40
new-born babies

Area 1 Sequence 1 Concept 1 Bivariate data Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 1.2 Bivariate data

1. WE1 State whether the data collected in each of the following situations would be categorical or
numerical.
a. The number of matches in each box is counted for a large sample of boxes.
b. The sex of respondents to a questionnaire is recorded as either M or F.
c. A fisheries inspector records the lengths of 40 cod.
d. The occurrence of hot, warm, mild and cool weather for each day in January is recorded.
e. The actual temperature for each day in January is recorded.
f. Cinema critics are asked to judge a film by awarding it a rating from one to five stars.

2. WE2 State whether the numerical data gathered in each
of the following situations are discrete or continuous.
a. The heights of 60 tomato plants at a plant nursery
b. The number of jelly beans in each of 50 packets
c. The time taken for each student in a class of

six-year-olds to tie his or her shoelaces
d. The petrol consumption rate of a large sample of cars
e. The IQ (intelligence quotient) of each student in a

class
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3. For each of the following, state if the data are categorical or numerical.
If numerical, state if the data are discrete or continuous.
a. The number of students in each class at your school
b. The teams people support at a football match
c. The brands of peanut butter sold at a supermarket
d. The heights of people in your class
e. The interest rate charged by each bank
f. A person’s pulse rate

4. An opinion poll was conducted. A thousand people were given the statement ‘Euthanasia should be
legalised’. Each person was offered five responses: strongly agree, agree, unsure, disagree and strongly
disagree. Describe the data type in this example.

5. A teacher marks her students’ work with a grade A, B, C, D, or E. Describe the data type used.
6. A teacher marks his students’ work using a mark out of 100. Describe the data type used.
7. MC The number of people who are using a particular bus service are counted over a 2-week period.

The data formed by this survey would best be described as
A. categorical data.
B. numerical and discrete data.
C. numerical and continuous data.
D. quantitative data.

8. The graph at right shows the number of days of each weather type
for the Gold Coast in January.
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Describe the data shown in this graph.
9. The graph at right shows a girl’s height each year for 10 years.
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Describe the data shown in this graph.
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10. WE3 For the list of variables below select those that are
a. univariate and categorical data
b. univariate and numerical data
c. bivariate and categorical data
d. bivariate and numerical data.

1. The mark scored on a mathematics test and the hours of mathematics homework completed
during the previous week

2. Water usage and time spent in the shower for 50 students in a hostel
3. The number of vehicles passing a point on a road during a given time period
4. A group of customers were asked to respond to the level of service they received in a store as

poor, fair, excellent.
5. The time each customer spends in a supermarket queue on a Saturday morning
6. Days of the week and choices of public transport
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11. MC The bar chart at right shows the marital status of
respondents to a survey.
Choose the option below that best describes this data.
A. univariate and categorical data
B. univariate and numerical data
C. bivariate and categorical data
D. bivariate and numerical data

12. An online department store decides to send out a survey
to collect some information about their customers.

The survey asks their customers to provide the
following information

• Age (< 18, 18− 29, 30− 50, 50+)
• Gender
• Income
• Postcode

The customers’ digital footprints
provide records of their purchases, the amount
of time the customer spends browsing and the amount
of money the customer spends on a weekly basis.

Using this information identify 5 questions
that could be answered by analysing this data and state
whether this analysis would be univariate or bivariate.

1.3 Two-way frequency tables
1.3.1 Categorical variables and two-way frequency tables.
Two-way frequency tables are a useful means of organising, identifying and describing an association
between two categorical variables for a group of individuals or objects.

Consider, for example, data collected on the eye colour of 200 couples. It may be represented in a table
such as the one below.
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Female

Green Brown Blue Total

Blue 11 25 9 45

Brown 19 51 28 98
Male

Green 17 27 13 57

Total 47 103 50 200

Splitting the data into categories based on the eye colour of the males and calculating percentages in each
category would yield the following results. That is, 11 of the 45 blue-eyed males have female partners who
have green eyes. So, 11

45
× 100 = 24.4% of blue-eyed males have female partners with green eyes, and so on.

Female

Green Brown Blue Total

Blue 11
45
× 100 = 24.4% 25

45
× 100 = 55.6% 9

45
× 100 = 20% 100%

Male Brown 19
98
× 100 = 19.4% 51

98
× 100 = 52.0% 28

98
× 100 = 28.6% 100%

Green 17
57
× 100 = 29.8% 27

57
× 100 = 47.4% 13

57
× 100 = 22.8% 100%

The following table gives the percentages rounded to the nearest whole number.

Female

Green Brown Blue Total

Blue 24% 56% 20% 100%
Male Brown 19% 52% 29% 100%

Green 30% 47% 23% 100%

Splitting the data into categories based on the eye colour of the females and calculating percentages in
each category would yield the following results. That is, 11 of the 47 green-eyed females have male partners
who have blue eyes. So, 11

47
× 100 = 23.4% of green-eyed females have male partners with blue eyes.

Female

Green Brown Blue

Blue 11
47
× 100 = 23.4% 25

103
× 100 = 24.3% 9

50
× 100 = 18%

Male Brown 19
47
× 100 = 40.4% 51

103
× 100 = 49.5% 28

50
× 100 = 56%

Green 17
47
× 100 = 36.1% 27

103
× 100 = 26.2% 13

50
× 100 = 26%

Total 100% 100% 100%

The following table gives the percentages rounded to the nearest whole number.
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Female

Green Brown Blue

Blue 23% 24% 18%
Male Brown 41% 50% 56%

Green 36% 26% 26%
Total 100% 100% 100%

It is obvious that the interpretation of the data depends on the reference basis. We may wish to consider
those couples where the male is blue-eyed and the female brown-eyed. Note that this represents 25 couples.
What if we talk about percentages? Comparing the percentages in the two tables, it can be seen that:
1. 56% of blue-eyed males have female partners with brown eyes (see pink shading above).
2. 24% of brown-eyed females have male partners with blue eyes (see green shading above).
These percentages have vastly different values, yet they both describe the same set of 25 couples of

blue-eyed males and brown-eyed females. It is important, particularly when dealing with two-way frequency
tables, to consider the reference basis for percentages.

WORKED EXAMPLE 4

A new test was designed to assess the reading ability of
students entering high school.
The results were used to determine if the students’

reading level was adequate to cope with high school.
The students’ results were then checked against

existing records.
Of the 150 adequate readers who sat for the test,

147 of them passed.
Of the 50 inadequate readers who sat for the test,

9 of them passed.
Present this information in a two-way frequency table.

THINK WRITE

Draw up the table showing the
existing records (adequate readers and
inadequate readers) and the results of
the new test (passed and did not pass).

New test results

Passed Did not
pass

Total

Adequate readers 147 3 150

Inadequate readers 9 41 50

Total 156 44 200

When information on a test is presented in a two-way frequency table, conclusions can be made about the
accuracy of the test. An example of this is shown below.
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WORKED EXAMPLE 5

A batch of sniffer dogs is trained by customs to smell drugs in suitcases. Before the dogs are used
at airports they must pass a test by detecting the smell of drugs and selecting the bags. The results
of that test are shown in the following two-way-frequency table.

Test results

Detected Not detected Total

With drugs 24 1 25
Bags

Without drugs 11 164 175

Total 35 165

a. How many bags did the sniffer dogs examine?
b. In how many bags did the dogs detect drugs?
c. In what percentage of bags without drugs did the dogs incorrectly detect drugs? Write your

answer correct to one decimal place.
d. Based on the above results, what percentage of the time will the dogs not detect a bag carrying

drugs?

THINK WRITE

a. The total number is located in the bottom right cell. a. 200 bags were examined.

b. The total of the detected column. b. The dogs detected drugs in 35 bags.

c. There were 175 bags without drugs but dogs
incorrectly detected drugs in 11 bags. Write this
as a percentage, rounding to one decimal place.

c. Percentage incorrectly detected

= 11

175
× 100%

= 6.3%
d. Of 25 bags with drugs, 1 went undetected.

Write this as a percentage.
d. Percentage not detected

= 1

25
× 100%

= 4%

After studying a two-way frequency table, we should also be able to make judgements about the
information given in the tables. In the previous worked example examining 200 bags in total, only one bag
out of 25 with drugs went undetected. So, 24 bags were correctly identified. Although the dogs incorrectly
detected drugs in 11 bags that did not have drugs, they correctly identified 164 bags not containing drugs. So
they still have an overall accuracy of 94% as shown by the calculation [(24+ 164) ÷ 200] × 100%.

Many two-way frequency tables will require you to make your own value judgements about the
conclusions established. For example, the 94% overall accuracy recorded may be considered ‘very
acceptable’.

WORKED EXAMPLE 6

The following data table shows the composition of the employees of a small law firm.

Full-time Part-time

Female 4 11

Male 30 5
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a. Extend the table to show totals in all categories and an overall total.
b. Draw a table showing percentages with respect to type of employment (full or part-time).
c. Redraw the table showing percentages with respect to the gender of the employee.
d. What percentage of females work full time?
e. What percentage of full-time workers are female?

THINK WRITE

a. Add the numbers in the cells
for all the rows and columns
and enter the totals. Check that
the overall total is consistent
for the rows and columns.

a. Full-time Part-time Total

Female 4 11 15

Male 30 5 35

Total 34 16 50

b. Percentages with respect to
type of employment are based
on totals in columns. The totals
in the columns are on the
denominator when calculating
percentages.

b.
Full-time Part-time

Female 4

34
× 100 = 12% 11

16
× 100 = 69%

Male 30

34
× 100 = 88% 5

16
× 100 = 31%

Total 100% 100%

c. Percentages with respect to
sender are based on totals in
rows. The totals in the rows are
on the denominator when
calculating percentages.

c.
Full-time Part-time Total

Female 4

15
× 100 = 27% 11

15
× 100 = 73% 100%

Male 30

35
× 100 = 86% 5

35
× 100 = 14% 100%

d. 1. This is based on female totals
shown in the table in part c.

d.
full time

female total
× 100 = 4

15
× 100 = 27%

2. Write the answer. Percentage of females who work full time = 27%.

e. 1. This is based on full-time totals
shown in the table in part b.

e.
female

full-time total
× 100 = 4

34
× 100 = 12%

2. Write the answer. Percentage of full-time workers who are female = 12%.

We are constantly bombarded with statistics, some of which are a valid interpretation of data, and some of
which are not. On occasions, the misuse of statistics may be unintentional or through ignorance, but there
are occasions when misleading figures are quoted intentionally.

WORKED EXAMPLE 7

When discussing the probability of female attendance of 15–19 year olds at an educational
institution in a large city, it was claimed that 51% of the females in this age group attended an
educational institution. Some of the information is contained in the following two-way frequency
table.
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15–19 year
olds

Male Female Total

Attend an
educational
institution

40 549 42 704

Do not
attend an
educational
institution

Total 63 978 61 948

a. Complete the two-way frequency table displaying the attendance/non-attendance of
15–19-year-old males and females at an educational institution and the totals.

b. Use the two-way frequency table to discuss the validity of the claim that 51% of the females in
the group attended an educational institution.

THINK WRITE

a. Complete the two-way frequency table with
totals for rows and columns. Subtract the
attendance figure from its relevant total to
determine the non-attendance figure.

a.
15–19 year
olds

Male Female Total

Attend an
educational
institution

40 549 42 704 83 253

Do not
attend an
educational
institution

23 429 19 244 42 673

Total 63 978 61 948 125 926

b. 1. Calculate the percentage of females who
attend an educational institution; that is,
no. females at education institute

total number of females
× 100

b. The perecentage of females who attend an

educational institution = 42 704

61 948
× 100

= 69%
69% of females attend an educational
institution.

2. Calculate the percentage of those in an
educational institution who are female; that is,

no. females at education institute

total number in an educational institution
×100

The percentage of people in an educational

institution who are female = 42 704

82 253
× 100

= 51%
51% of those in an educational institution are
female.

3. Compare these figures with the claim above to
determine if the claim is correct.

The claim that 51% of females in the group
attended an educational institution is not
correct. It should have said that 69% of 15–19
year old females attend an educational
institution.
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Digital documents SkillSHEET Converting a fraction to a percentage (doc-xxxx)

SkillSHEET Writing one quantity as a percentage of another (doc-xxxx)

Area 1 Sequence 1 Concept 2

Two-way frequency tables Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 1.3 Two-way frequency tables

1. WE4 A test is developed to test for infection with the flu virus. To test the accuracy, the following
500 people are tested.
• Of the 100 people who are known to have the flu who are tested, the test returns 98 positive results.
• Of the 400 people who are known not to be infected with the virus who are tested, 12 false positives

are returned.
Display this information in the following two-way frequency table.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

With virus

Without virus

Total

2. One thousand people take a lie detector test. Of 800 people known to be telling the truth, the lie detector
indicates that 23 are lying. Of 200 people known to be lying, the lie detector indicates that 156 are lying.
Present this information in a two-way frequency table.

3. WE5 The following table displays the accuracy gained from a medical test screening for a virus.
Note: A positive test indicates that the patient has the virus.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

With virus 45 3 48

Without virus 922 30 952

Total 967 33 1000

a. How many patients were screened for the virus?
b. How many positive tests were recorded? (That is, in how many tests was the virus detected?)
c. What percentage of test results were accurate?

4. WE6 The following table indicates the results of a radar surveillance system. If the system detects an
intruder, an alarm is activated.Pdf_Folio:12
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Test results

Alarm activated Not activated Total

Intruders 40 8 48

No intruders 4 148 152

Total 44 156 200

a. Over how many nights was the system tested?
b. On how many occasions was the alarm activated?
c. If the alarm is activated, what is the percentage chance that there actually is an intruder?
d. If the alarm was not activated, what is the percentage chance that there was an intruder?
e. What was the percentage of accurate results over the test period?
f. Comment on the overall performance of the radar detection system.

The information below is to be used in questions 5 to 7.
A test for a medical disease does not always produce the correct result. A positive test indicates that the
patient has the condition. The following table indicates the results of a trial on a number of patients who
were known to either have the disease or known not to have the disease.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

With disease 57 3 60

Without disease 486 54 540

Total 543 57 600

5. MC The overall accuracy of the test is
A. 9.5%. B. 90%. C. 90.5%. D. 92.5%.

6. MC Based on the table, what is the probability that a patient who has the disease has it detected by
the test?
A. 9.5% B. 90% C. 90.5% D. 95%

7. MC Which of the following statements is correct?
A. The test has a greater accuracy with positive results than with negative results.
B. The test has a greater accuracy with negative results than with positive results.
C. The test is equally accurate with positive and negative test results.
D. The test is equally inaccurate with positive and negative test results.

8. Airport scanning equipment is tested by scanning 200 pieces of luggage. Prohibited items were placed
in 50 bags and the scanning equipment detected 48 of them. The equipment detected prohibited items in
five bags that did not have any forbidden items in them.
a. Use the above information to complete the following two-way frequency table.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

Bags with prohibited items

Bags with no prohibited items

Total
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b. Use the table to answer the following.
i. What percentage of bags with prohibited items were detected as having prohibited items?
ii. What was the percentage of false positives among the bags that had no prohibited items?
iii. What percentage of the original 50 prohibited items pass through the scanning equipment

undetected?
iv. What is the overall percentage accuracy of the scanning equipment?

9. In some cases it is easier to count numbers in a particular category by considering a different population.
In each of the following pairs of proportions, which one would be easier to determine?
a. i. Proportion of males who are left-handed.

ii. Proportion of left-handers who are males.
b. i. Proportion of Mathematics A students in your school who are over 16.

ii. Proportion of over 16 year olds in your school who study Mathematics A.
c. i. Proportion of state school students who live in Queensland.

ii. Proportion of Queensland school students who attend a state school.
10. WE7 The following two-way frequency table shows the results of a test done on a speed camera.

A positive result means that the camera detected the car as speeding.

Positive Negative Total

Speeding 18 2 20

Not speeding 5 95 100

Total 23 97

a. How many cars in total were involved in the test?
b. How many cars were speeding?
c. How many cars were recorded as speeding?
d. Based on the above results, what is the percentage chance (probability) that a car that is speeding

escapes detection by the camera?
11. The following two-way frequency table shows the results of the tests done on a car alarm system.

Alarm activated Alarm not activated Total

Car break-in 43 7 50

No break-in 2 298 300

Total 45 305

a. How many tests were conducted on the alarm?
b. How many times was the alarm activated?
c. Based on the above results, if the alarm is ringing what is the percentage chance (probability) that a

break-in is actually taking place?
12. A medical test is designed to detect the presence of a certain gene in unborn babies. The test is

conducted on a sample of unborn babies with the following results.
• Of 100 babies with the gene, 95 were detected as having the gene during the test.
• Of 900 babies without the gene, 37 were detected as having the gene during the test.

a. Display the results in a two-way frequency table.
b. What is the percentage probability that, if the gene is present, it is detected?
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c. After birth, a baby that is thought to have the gene is chosen at random. What is the percentage
probability that the baby does actually have the gene being tested for?

d. What is the percentage probability that a baby chosen at random from the sample was correctly
diagnosed?

13. The following table shows information about a particular survey of a sample of men. It shows the
percentage of men by age and their preferred type of movie.

Preferred type of movie

Age group of men surveyed Action Comedy Drama

19 years and under 9.5% 4.7% 3.0%

20 to 35 years 41.1% 30.3% 20.5%

36 to 59 years 22.4% 30.7% 35.5%

60 years and over 27.0% 34.3% 41.0%

a. Of the men who preferred drama series, what percentage were between 20 to 59 years inclusive?
b. Does the information in the table support the opinion that, for this sample of men, the preferred type

of movie is associated with age? Justify your answer with the appropriate percentages.

1.4 Scatterplots
1.4.1 Numerical variables and scatterplots
The manager of a ski resort collects the following numerical data over twelve consecutive weekends at his
resort.

Depth of snow (m) 0.5 0.8 2.1 3.6 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.7 3.2 2.4 2.6 1.7

Number of skiers 120 250 500 780 300 280 410 320 640 540 530 200

As there are two types of data in this example, they are called bivariate
data. For each item (weekend), two variables are considered (depth of
snow and number of skiers). When analysing bivariate data, we are
interested in examining the relationship between the two variables.
In the case of the ski resort data, the manager might be interested in
answering the following questions.
1. Are visitor numbers related to depth of snow?
2. If there is a relationship between visitor numbers and depth of snow,

is it always true or is it just a guide? In other words, how strong is the
relationship?

3. How much confidence could be placed in the prediction?
Scatterplots are a useful means of identifying and describing an association

between two numerical variables. The data from the ski resort is used to
create the scatterplot below. Each of the data points is represented by a single
visible point on the graph.
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1.4.2 Explanatory and response variables
When drawing a scatterplot, it is important to choose the correct variable to assign to each of the axes. The
convention is to place the explanatory (independent) variable on the x-axis and the response (dependent)
variable on the y-axis. The explanatory variable in an experiment or investigation is the variable that is
deliberately controlled or adjusted by the investigator. The response variable is the variable that responds to
changes in the explanatory variable.

Neither of the variables involved in the ski resort data was controlled directly by the investigator but
‘Number of skiers’ would be considered the response variable because it is likely to change depending on
depth of snow. (The snow depth does not depend on numbers of skiers.) As ‘Number of skiers’ is the
response variable, we graph it on the y-axis and the ‘Depth of snow’ on the x-axis. Notice how the
scatterplot above, for the ski resort data shows a general upward trend. It is not a perfectly straight line, but it
is still clear that a general trend or relationship has formed: as the depth of snow increases, so too does the
number of skiers.

WORKED EXAMPLE 8

Identify the explanatory and response variables in each
of the following scenarios.
a. Distance walked in an hour and the age of a person
b. The cost of bananas and the average daily temperature

in Queensland

THINK WRITE

a. Consider which variable does not respond to
the other. The age of a person will not be
changed due to the distance they walk;
however, their age could explain the distance
they have covered.

a. Explanatory variable = age
Response variable = distancewalked in an hour
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b. The cost of bananas is influenced by supply
and demand. If the growing season has been
affected by higher than expected daily
temperatures, the number of bananas
produced will be less, therefore increasing
the price.

b. Explanatory variable = average daily temperature
inQueensland

Response variable = cost of bananas

WORKED EXAMPLE 9

The following table shows the height and mass of ten Year 11 students.

Height (cm) 120 124 130 135 142 148 160 164 170 175

Mass (kg) 45 50 54 59 60 65 70 78 75 80

Display the data on a scatterplot.

THINK WRITE

1. Show the height on the x-axis and the mass on
the y-axis since height is the explanatory
variable and mass is the response variable.

120100 140 160 180
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g
)

Height (cm)

60

70

80

40

2. Plot the point given by each pair.

1.4.3 Linear and non-linear relationships
When we are describing the relationships between two variables displayed on a scatterplot, we need to
comment on:
• the form — whether it is linear or non-linear
• the direction — whether it is positive or negative
• the strength — whether it is strong, moderate or weak
• possible outliers.
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The form
The form of a bivariate data set can be categorised as either linear or non-linear. The points on the scatterplot
will produce a linear pattern or a non-linear pattern.

In a linear pattern, the points tend to form a straight line, whereas in a non-linear pattern, the points tend
to from a curve.

Linear relationships

0

y

x 0

y

x

There is a positive relationship
between variables; that is, as one
variable increases, the other variable
also increases.

There is a negative relationship
between variables; that is, as one
variable increases, the other variable
decreases.

Non-linear relationships

0

y

x 0

y

x 0

y

x 0

y

x

0

y

x

No relationship
In other cases it may be that there is no relationship at all
between the two variables. Such a scatterplot would look like the
one shown.

WORKED EXAMPLE 10

The following table shows the length and mass of a dozen eggs.

Length (cm) 6.2 3.9 4.5 5.8 7.2 7.6 6.1 6.7 7.3 5.1 6.0 7.3

Mass (g) 60 15 25 50 95 110 55 75 95 35 54 96
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a. Display this information in a scatterplot.
b. Determine if there is any relationship between the length and mass of the eggs and state if the

relationship is linear.

THINK WRITE

a. 1. Display length on the x-axis and
mass on they-axis since the length
is the explanatory variable and
the mass is the response variable.

a.
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2. Plot the point given by each pair.

b. 1. Study the scatterplot to see if
mass increases as length
increases.

b. As length increases, so does the mass of the egg.

2. Study the scatterplot to see if the
points seem to approximate a
straight line.

The points do not approximate a straight line and so the
relationship is non-linear.

Linear bivariate data sets can be further described in terms of direction and strength.
• Direction describes whether the plot slopes up or down.
• Strength describes how closely the points form a linear pattern.

The direction
For a linear bivariate data set,
• If the points on the scatterplot slope up to the right, we say that there is a positive association between

the variables. This shows that as the explanatory variable increases, the response variable also increases.
• If the scatterplot points slope down to the right, we say that there is a negative association between the

two variables. This shows that as the explanatory variable increases, there is a decrease in the response
variable.

The strength
When interpreting a scatterplot, the association or correlation provides an insight into the relationship
between the two variables. The association is a measure of the strength of the linear relationship between the
two variables.

To measure how strongly the scatterplot points tend to form a straight line, we begin by estimating the
strength of the association as strong, moderate or weak based on inspection of the scatterplot.

Here is a gallery of scatterplots showing various patterns to look for.
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0

Weak negative correlation
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0

1.4.4 Graphing a scatterplot using a spreadsheet

WORKED EXAMPLE 11

This table shows the hearing test scores of people of different ages:

Age 55 40 35 30 42 48 50 48 32 45 30 56

Hearing test
score

2.5 3.8 4.0 3.9 2.5 3.2 2.2 1.8 3.0 2.0 4.0 1.8

a. Which is the explanatory variable (put on the x-axis)?
b. Using Excel, construct a scatterplot showing hearing

test score against age.
c. By examining the scatterplot, determine if there is

an association between age and hearing loss.
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THINK WRITE

a. The explanatory variable in an
experiment or investigation is the
variable that is deliberately
controlled or adjusted by the
investigator. This would be the age
of the participants.

a. The explanatory variable is ‘age’.

b. 1. Open a new spreadsheet and enter
the data for ‘Age’ in Column A and
‘Hearing test score’ in Column B.

b. A

Hearing test scoreAge (Years)

B

1

2 55

40

35

30

42

48

50

48

32

45

30

56

2.5

3.8

4.0

3.9

2.5

3.2

2.2

1.8

3.0

2.0

4.0

1.8

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

2. Construct a scatterplot in Excel
with age on the horizontal axis and
hearing test score on the vertical
axis.
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c. The points appear to follow a weak
negative linear pattern.

c. The scatterplot shows a weak, negative linear pattern
which would suggest there is a weak negative
association between age and hearing loss, this
suggests that as a person ages, their hearing decreases.
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Digital document: SpreadSHEET Scatterplot (doc-xxxx)

Interactivities Create scatterplots (int-6497)

Scatterplots (int-6450)

Area 1 Sequence 1 Concept 3 Scatterplots Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 1.4 Scatterplots

1. WE8 Identify the explanatory and response variables in each of the following scenarios.
a. Age and height
b. Distance travelled and time taken (at a fixed speed)
c. Temperature and elevation
d. Blood alcohol level and reaction time
e. IQ and results on an academic test
f. Overtime pay and hours worked
g. Value of a car and its age
h. Time taken to travel a given distance and speed of travel

2. For each of the pairs of variables in question 1, state what happens to the value of the second variable
when there is an increase in the value of the first variable.

3. For the graphs below, indicate whether the two variables graphed display a positive, negative or no
relationship between their values.

x

y

0

(a) (b)

x

y

0

(c)

x

y

0

Where appropriate use a spreadsheet to graph the scatterplots in the following questions.
4. WE9 The following table shows the marks obtained by a group of 10 students in history and geography.

History 36 65 82 72 58 39 58 74 82 66

Geography 45 78 66 72 50 51 61 70 60 88

Display this information on a scatterplot.
5. The following table shows the maximum temperature each day, together with the number of people who

attend the cinema that day.

Temperature (∘C) 25 33 30 22 15 18 27 22 28 20

Number at cinema 256 184 190 312 458 401 200 357 312 423

Display the information on a scatterplot.
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6. The following table shows the wages of 20 people and the amount of money they spend each week on
entertainment.

Wages ($ ) 370 380 500 510 395 430 535 490 495 550

Amount spent on entertainment ($ ) 55 85 150 75 145 100 130 115 70 150

Wages ($ ) 810 460 475 520 530 475 610 780 350 460

Amount spent on entertainment ($ ) 220 50 100 150 140 160 90 130 40 50

Display this information on a scatterplot.
7. WE10 The following table shows the marks obtained by nine students in English and History.

English 55 20 27 33 73 18 37 51 79

History 72 37 53 74 73 44 59 55 84

a. Display the information on a scatterplot.
b. Is there any relationship between the marks obtained in English and in History? If there does appear

to be a relationship, is the relationship linear?
8. WE11 The following table shows the daily temperature and the number of hot pies sold at the school

canteen.

Temperature (°C) 24 32 28 23 16 14 26 20 29 21

Number of pies sold 56 20 24 60 84 120 70 95 36 63

a. Which is the explanatory variable?
b. Using Excel, construct a scatterplot showing the number of pies sold against temperature.
c. By examining the scatterplot determine if there appears to be any relationship between the two

variables and if the relationship appears to be linear.
9. Container ships arriving on a wharf are unloaded by work teams.

The following table shows the number of people in the work team and the time taken to unload the
container ship.

Number in work team 15 18 12 19 22 21 17 16 18 20

Hours taken 20 16 25 15 14 13 18 20 17 14

a. Display the information on a scatterplot.
b. Determine if there appears to be a relationship between the number of people in the work team and

the time taken to unload the container ship. If there is a relationship, does the relationship appear to
be linear?
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10. MC Which of the following scatterplots does not display a linear relationship?
A. y

x0

B. y

0 x

C. y

0 x

D. y

0 x

11. MC In which of the following is no relationship evident between the variables?
A. y

0 x

B. y

0 x

C. y

0 x

D. y

0 x

12. Give an example of a situation where the scatterplot may look like the ones below.
a.

x

y

0

b. y

0 x

1.5 Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)
1.5.1 Calculating Pearson’s correlation coefficient
The strength of a linear relationship can be observed from a scatterplot of the data. However, to determine
exactly how strong this relationship is we can use Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r, which measures the
strength of a linear trend and associates it with a numerical value between −1 and +1.

A value of either −1 or +1 indicates a perfect linear correlation, while a result closer to zero indicates no
correlation between the variables.

The diagram below describes the strength of the association between variables for a given value of the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

Strong positive linear association

−0.5

−0.25

0

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

−1

−0.75

}
}
}

}
}
}
}

Moderate positive linear association

Weak positive linear association

No linear association

Weak negative linear association

Moderate negative linear association

Strong negative linear association

V
al

u
e 

o
f 
r
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Pearson’s correlation coefficient is calculated using the formula shown below.

r = 1

n− 1
∑

(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
, where

n is the numbers of pieces of data in the data set
xi is an x-value (explanatory variable)
yi is a y-value (response variable)
sx is the standard deviation of the x-values
sy is the standard deviation of the y-values
x is the mean of the x-values
y is the mean of the y-values.

Note: The mean x = ∑ xi
n

and standard deviation s =√
∑(xi − x)
n− 1

were studied in detail in unit 2 of

general mathematics.

WORKED EXAMPLE 12

Consider the following set of data.

x 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

y 1.2 2.7 2.3 4.1 3.9 8.4 6.5

The means and standard deviations for these two variables are:

x = 5, y = 4.16, sx = 2.16, sy = 2.51

Complete the following table and hence calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) and describe
the strength of the association between the variables x and y.

xi − x

sx

yi − y

sy

(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)

−1.39 −1.18 1.64

−0.46 −0.74 0.34

0.46 −0.10 −0.05

∑
(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
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THINK WRITE

1. Calculate
xi − x

sx
for all the

missing values.

Calculate
yi − y

sy
for all the

missing values.
Calculate(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
for all

the missing values.

xi − x

sx

yi − y

sy

(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
−1.39 −1.18 1.64
−0.93 −0.58 0.54
−0.46 −0.74 0.34

0 −0.02 0

0.46 −0.10 −0.05
0.93 1.69 1.57
1.39 0.93 1.29

∑
(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
= 5.33

2. Write the formula for r. r = 1

n − 1
∑

(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)

3. Substitute the values for n

and∑
(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
into the formula and
calculate.

r = 1

n − 1
∑

(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
= 1

6
(5.33) = 0.89

4. Write the answer. r = 0.89
This suggests a strong positive association between the
variables x and y.

Technology can be used to easily calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)

WORKED EXAMPLE 13

A hotel owner wished to determine if there is an association between the average weekly
temperature and occupancy rates.
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He recorded this information for 12 weeks.

Temp (oC) 25 20 30 18 12 6 7 8 18 20 23 26

Room Occupancy 45 40 50 47 40 28 20 16 25 30 48 50

Using a spreadsheet, calculate r for the data below and describe the strength of the association.

THINK WRITE

1. Enter the data into two columns in a spreadsheet. A

Room occupancyTemp

B

1

2 25

20

30

18

12

6

7

8

18

20

23

26

45

40

50

47

40

28

20

16

25

30

48

50

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

2. To calculate the correlation coefficient enter
=CORREL(A2:A13,B2:B13) into an empty cell.

A

Room occupancyTemp

B

1

2 25

20

30

18

12

6

7

8

18

20

23

26

45

40

50

47

40

28

20

16

25

30

48

50

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

=CORREL(A2:A13,B2:B13)15
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3. Press enter and the correlation coefficient will be
displayed.

r = 0.80
This would suggest there is a strong
positive correlation between the
average temperature and the room
occupancy each week.

Interactivity Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient and the coefficient of determination (int-6251)

Area 1 Sequence 1 Concept 4

The correlation coefficient (r) Summary screen and practice questions

Exercise 1.5 Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r)

1. WE12 Consider the following set of data.

x 1 3 5 7 8 9 11

y 12 11 14 10 17 16 18

The means and standard deviations for these two variables are:

x = 6.29, y = 14, sx = 3.50, sy = 3.04

Complete the following table and hence calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) and describe the
strength of the association between the variables x and y.

xi − x

sx

yi − y

sy

(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
−1.51 −0.66 1.00

−0.37 0 0

0.49 0.99 0.49

∑
(
xi − x

sx

) (
yi − y

sy

)
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2. Consider the following set of data.

x 1 2 3 4 5 6

y 10 7 8 6 5 4

x = 3.5, y = 6.67, sx = 1.87, sy = 2.16

Complete the following table and hence calculate Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) and describe the
strength of the association between the variables xand y.

xi − x

sx

yi − y

sy

(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)

∑
(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)

3. WE13 A golf club recorded the average weekly temperature and the number of cold drinks sold per week
to determine how often they should send the golf cart with cold drinks around the course.

Temp (°C) 36 32 28 26 30 24 19 25 33 35 37 34

No. of cold drinks sold 162 136 122 118 134 121 65 124 140 154 156 148

Using a spreadsheet, calculate r for the data above and describe the strength of the association.
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4. Data on 15 people’s shoe size and the length of their hair was collected.

Shoe size 6 8 7 8 9 6 7 12 8 9 10 12 7 9 11

Length of hair (cm) 9 14 12 1 7 8 5 22 15 8 18 4 5 9 3

Calculate the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r, for this data and comment on the strength of the
relationship.

5. A class of Year 12 students was asked to record the amount of time in hours that they spent on a Practice
Internal assessment and the mark out of 100 that they received for the assessment.

Time spent (hours) 2 0.5 1.5 2.5 0.25 2 2.5 2.5 2 0.5
Mark 72 52 76 82 36 73 84 80 74 48

Time spent (hours) 0.75 1.5 1 2 3 3.5 1 3 2.5 3

Mark 58 69 62 78 90 94 70 92 88 97

a. Determine the explanatory variable and response variable for this data and draw a scatterplot.
b. Does the scatterplot indicate a relationship between the variables? If so, what sort of relationship?
c. Calculate r and comment on the strength of the relationship.

6. A researcher who is investigating the proposition that ‘tall mothers have tall sons’ measures the heights
of twelve mothers and the heights of their adult sons. The results are shown below.

Height of mother (cm) 185 155 171 169 170 175 158 156 168 169 179 173

Height of son (cm) 188 157 172 173 174 180 159 150 172 175 180 190

a. Draw a scatterplot of this data.
b. Calculate r for this data and use this to comment on the statement ‘tall mothers have tall sons’.
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7. The 10 am temperature (°C) and rainfall (mm) over two weeks during the month of April in a city is
shown below.

Temperature (°C) 5 16 20 10 14 8 18 13 9 17 7 14 4 3

Rainfall (mm) 3 5 8 9 6 7 8 7 6 7 4 10 2 1

a. Which is the explanatory variable (to be put on the x-axis)?
b. Construct a scatterplot of rainfall against temperature.
c. Calculate r and comment on the strength of the relationship.

8. The heights and ulna (elbow to the centre of wrist bone) lengths of fifteen Year 12 students from Clever
High are shown below.

Ulna (cm) 26 28 25 25 24 23 25 26 25 27 25 26

Height (cm) 170 174 178 167 166 164 176 177 170 172 183 175

a. Which measurement is the explanatory variable (put on the x-axis)?
b. Construct a scatterplot of height against ulna lengths.
c. Calculate r and comment on the strength of the relationship.

9. The following table shows the number of Icy-poles sold and the maximum temperature of 10 days
recorded by a shopkeeper.

Maximum temperature (°C) 14 10 22 26 30 20 18 12 8 6

Number of icy-poles sold 250 200 365 500 630 420 320 280 220 150

a. Plot the data upon a scatterplot.
b. Calculate r and comment on the strength of the relationship.

10. The following information was provided at the beginning of Subtopic 1.4
The manager of a ski resort collects the following numerical data over twelve consecutive weekends at
his resort.

Depth of snow (m) 0.5 0.8 2.1 3.6 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.7 3.2 2.4 2.6 1.7

Number of skiers 120 250 500 780 300 280 410 320 640 540 530 200

a. Draw a scatterplot of the data.
b. Calculate r for the data.
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c. Use the information from parts a and b to answer the following.
i. Are visitor numbers related to depth of snow?
ii. If there is a relationship between visitor numbers and depth of snow, is it always true or is it just a

guide? In other words, how strong is the relationship?
iii. How much confidence could be placed in the prediction?

1.6 Review: exam practice
A summary of this chapter is available in the Resources section of your eBookPLUS at
www.jacplus.com.au.

Simple familiar
1. MC During a hybridisation experiment a scientist

counted the tall and dwarf marigold plants. This is an
example of
A. categorical data.
B. nominal data.
C. discrete data.
D. continuous data.

2. MC The graph shows the number of days of each weather
type for the Gold Coast in January.
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Choose the option below that best describes this data.
A. Univariate and numerical data
B. Univariate and categorical data
C. Bivariate and categorical data
D. Bivariate and numerical data

3. MC A researcher took 100 blood samples from a group of volunteers. He wanted to determine if there
is a relationship between the amount of iron present in the blood and the amount of vitamin C present in
the blood.
Choose the option below that describes the best method of displaying his results.
A. Stem and leaf plot
B. Line graph
C. Two-way frequency table
D. Scatterplot
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4. MC The following two-way frequency table shows the
composition of left- and right-handed students in Years
11 and 12 at a school.

Left handers Right handers

Year 12 15 105

Year 11 10 90

The percentage of all left-handers who are in Year 11 is closest to
A. 6.8%. B. 12.5%. C. 14.3%. D. 40%.

5. MC Using the data displayed in the two-way frequency table in question 4, the percentage of Year 12
students who are left-handed is closest to
A. 6.8%. B. 12.5%. C. 14.3%. D. 40%.

6. MC From the data displayed in the two-way frequency table in question 4, the difference between the
percentage of all right-handers in Year 11 and in Year 12 is
A. 7.7%. B. 6.8%. C. 40.9%. D. 47.7%.

7. MC The following two-way frequency table shows the results of a trial on new metal detectors for
aircraft. The metal detector scans a piece of hand luggage and lights up if metal is found.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

With metal 9 1 10

Without metal 87 3 90

Total 96 4

Based on the above results, the chance of metal going undetected in a piece of hand luggage is
A. 1%. B. 10%. C. 25%. D. 75%.

8. MC A researcher administers different amounts of fertiliser to a number of trial plots of potato crop.
She then measures the total mass of potatoes harvested from each plot. When drawing the scatterplot,
the researcher should graph
A. mass of harvest on the x-axis because it is the explanatory variable, and amount of fertiliser on the

y-axis because it is the response variable.
B. mass of harvest on the y-axis because it is the explanatory variable, and amount of fertiliser on the

x-axis because it is the response variable.
C. mass of harvest on the x-axis because it is the response variable, and amount of fertiliser on the

y-axis because it is the explanatory variable.
D. mass of harvest on the y-axis because it is the response variable, and amount of fertiliser on the

x-axis because it is the explanatory variable.
9. MC Which of the following graphs best depicts a strong negative relationship between the two

variables?
A.

x

y

0

B.

x

y

0

C.

x

y

0

D.

x

y

0
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10. MC What type of relationship is shown by the graph?

x

y

0

A. Strong positive relationship
B. Moderate positive relationship
C. Moderate negative relationship
D. Strong negative relationship

11. MC What type of correlation does an r-value of 0.64 indicate?
A. Strong, positive correlation
B. Strong, negative correlation
C. Moderate, positive correlation
D. Moderate, negative correlation

12. MC A gardener tracks a correlation coefficient of 0.79 between
the growth rate of his trees and the amount of fertiliser used.
What can the gardener conclude from this result?
A. The growth rate of the trees is influenced by the amount of

fertiliser used.
B. An increase in tree growth increases the use of fertiliser.
C. There is no correlation between the growth rate of the trees

and the amount of fertiliser used.
D. The growth rate of the trees influences the quality of the

fertiliser used.

Complex familiar
13. A reading test for people with dyslexia is given and the results are shown in the following two-way

frequency table.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

With dyslexia 39 1 40

Without dyslexia 85 5 90

Total 124 6

a. How many people were tested?
b. What percentage of people tested positive for dyslexia?
c. Based on the above results, if a person with dyslexia takes the test, what is the percentage chance that

they will be accurately diagnosed?
14. The following table shows the number of sick days taken by ten employees and relates this to the

number of children that they have.

Number of children 1 0 3 2 2 4 6 0 1 2

Number of sick days 5 3 10 8 4 12 12 0 1 5

a. Show this information on a scatterplot.
b. Does a relationship appear to exist between the number of sick days taken and the number of

children they have? If so, is the relationship linear?
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15. The following table shows the number of cars and number of televisions in each household.

Number of cars 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 0 1 2

Number of televisions 2 1 1 2 0 1 4 3 1 1

a. Show this information on a scatterplot.
b. Determine if a relationship appears to exist between the number of televisions in each household and

the number of cars they have? If so, is the relationship linear?
16. A potato farmer records the yield in kilograms and the length in metres of 10 commercial potato plots as

shown.

Length (m) 10 6 16 2 13 7 4 12 5 8

Yield (kg) 220 250 400 25 500 430 120 350 310 280

a. Identify the explanatory variable and the response variable.
b. Construct a scatterplot to illustrate this data.
c. State the type of relationship shown by the scatterplot.
d. If the scatterplot shows a suitable relationship, calcu-

late r using technology and comment on the strength
of the relationship in terms of strength, direction and
form.

Complex unfamiliar
17. A medical test screens 200 people for a virus. A positive test result indicates that the patient has

the virus.
• Of 50 people known to have the virus, the test produced 48 positive results.
• Of the remainder who were known not to have the virus, the test produced one positive result.

a. Use the above information to complete the following two-way frequency table.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

With virus

Without virus

Total

b. From the completed table in part a, complete the following sentences.
The percentage of people with the virus who returned a positive result was ________.
The probability of returning a positive test when not infected was ___________.

18. The results of a lie detector test are given below.
• Of 80 people who are known to be telling the truth, the lie detector indicates that three are lying.
• Of 20 people known to be lying, the lie detector indicates that 17 are lying.

a. Display this information in a two-way frequency table.
b. For this particular lie detector test, the acceptable % error is 5%. Does this test pass the

acceptable level of error?
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19. Sixty-seven primary and 47 secondary school students were asked their attitude to the number of school
holidays which should be given.

They were asked whether there should be more, fewer or the same number. Five primary students and
2 secondary students wanted fewer holidays, 29 primary and 9 secondary students thought that they had
enough holidays (that is, they chose the same number) and the rest thought that they needed to be given
more holidays.
a. Form a two-way frequency table with reference to primary and secondary school percentages.
b. Use the information in the table to determine if there is an association between the age of the student

(primary or secondary) and their view about holidays, use percentages to justify your answer.
20. The following table shows weight and height for a group of men and women.

Height (cm) 150 160 170 180 190 200

Weight (kg) 50 57 65 72 81 90

a. Construct a scatterplot showing this data.
b. If x = 175, sx = 18.71, y = 69.17 and sy = 14.93, without the use of technology, calculate the value

of r and draw a suitable conclusion about the relationship between heights and weights for this
sample.
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Answers
1 Identifying and describing
associations between two
variables
Exercise 1.2 Bivariate data
1. a. Numerical b. Categorical c. Numerical

d. Categorical e. Numerical f. Numerical
2. a. Continuous b. Discrete c. Continuous

d. Continuous e. Discrete
3. a. Numerical and discrete

b. Categorical
c. Categorical
d. Numerical and continuous
e. Numerical and continuous
f. Numerical and discrete

4. Categorical, ordinal
5. Categorical, ordinal
6. Numerical and discrete
7. B
8. Categorical
9. Numerical and continuous

10. a. 4 b. 3 and 5 c. 6 d. 1 and 2
11. A
12. Possible questions could include:

What is the average age of our customers? (univariate)
Is there a relationship between amount of money spent and
time spent on the website? (bivariate)
Is there a relationship between income and postcode
(bivariate)
Do more males or females visit the website? (univariate)
What is the average amount of time customers spend on the
website? (univariate)
Is there a relationship between the customers’ postcode and
the amount of time spent on the website? (bivariate)

Exercise 1.3 Two-way frequency tables
1.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

With virus 98 2 100

Without virus 388 12 400

Total 486 14 500

2. Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

Telling truth 777 23 800

Telling lies 156 44 200

Total 933 67 1000

3. a. 1000 b. 75 c. 96.7%
4. a. 200 b. 44 c. 90.9% d. 5.1% e. 94%

f. Sample response: The alarm appears to be reliable in
detecting intruders and activating the alarm (80+%).

5. C
6. D
7. A
8. a. Test results

Accurate Not
accurate

Total

Bags with
prohibited items

48 2 50

Bags with no
prohibited items

145 5 150

Total 193 7 200

b. i. 96% ii. 3.3% iii. 4% iv. 96.5%
9. a. ii b. ii c. ii

10. a. 120 b. 20 c. 23
d. P(avoids detection) = 2

20
× 100

= 10%
11. a. 350

b. 45
c. P(break in taking place) = 43

45
× 100

= 95.6%
12. a. Detected Not detected Total

Gene present 95 5 100

Not present 37 863 900

Total 132 868 1000

b. P(gene detected) = 95

100
× 100

= 95%
c. P(has gene) = 95

132
× 100

= 71.9%
d. P(correct diagnosis) = 958

1000
× 100

= 95.8%
13. a. 56%

b. Yes, if you consider the 20 to 35-year-old age group, the
percentages, 41.1%, 30.3% and 20.5% show a decrease in
preferred type from action being the most popular to
drama the least popular. This is reversed for the 60 years
and over group.

Exercise 1.4 Scatterplots
1. a. Height b. Distance travelled

c. Temperature d. Reaction time
e. Test results f. Overtime pay
g. Value of car h. Travelling time

2. a. Increase b. Increase
c. Decrease d. Decrease
e. Increase f. Increase
g. Decrease h. Decrease

3. a. No relationship b. Negative relationship
c. Positive relationship
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b. The greater the English mark, the greater the history
mark, generally. However, as the points on the
scatterplot do not form a straight line, the relationship
is non-linear.

8. a. Temperature
b.
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ld

Temperature (°C)

c. The greater the temperature, the fewer pies are sold. The
points on the scatterplot approximate a straight line and
so the relationship can be said to be linear.

9. a.
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y

x

b. More workers on the team reduces the amount of time
taken to unload the ship and, as the points on the
scatterplot approximate a straight line, the relationship is
linear.

10. D
11. A
12. Sample response: a. Hours spent practicing basketball and

points scored
b. The density of an object and its volume

Exercise 1.5 Pearson’s correlation coefficient
1. xi − x

sx

yi − y

sy

(
xi − x
sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
−1.51 −0.66 1.00

−0.94 −0.99 0.93

−0.37 0 0

0.20 −1.32 −0.26

0.49 0.99 0.49

0.77 0.66 0.51

1.35 1.32 1.78

∑
(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
= 4.45

r = 0.74
This suggests a moderate positive association between the
variables x and y.

2.
xi − x
sx

yi − y

sy

(
xi − x
sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
−1.34 1.54 −2.06
−0.80 0.15 −0.12

−0.27 0.62 −0.16

0.27 −0.31 −0.08

0.80 −0.77 −0.62

1.34 −1.23 −1.65

∑
(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
= −4.69

r = −0.94

This suggests a strong negative association between the
variables x and y.

3. r = 0.9355
This suggests a strong positive association between the
variables Temperature and Number of cold drinks sold.
As the temperature increase so does the number of cold
drinks sold.

4. r = 0.2055
You would not expect to find a relationship between shoe
size and hair length and as r = 0.2055, this indicates that
there is no relationship between the two variables.
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5. a. Time spent – explanatory variable, Mark – response
variable
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b. The scatterplot indicates a linear relationship.
c. r = 0.95. This indicates a strong positive relationship

between the time spent on the assignment and the mark
achieved. The more time spent on the assessment, the
higher the mark they achieved.

6. a.

Height of mother (cm)
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b. r = 0.92. This indicates a strong positive relationship
between the height of the mother and the height of the
son. It can be said that tall mothers tend to have tall sons
based on this data.

7. a. Temperature – explanatory variable, rainfall – response
variable. (In this case the explanatory and response
variables could be interchangeable.)

b.
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c. r = 0.72. This indicates a moderate positive relationship
between the temperature and the amount of rainfall.

8. a. Height is the explanatory variable

b.
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c. r = 0.38. This indicates a weak positive relationship
between the Year 12 students’ height and length of
their ulna.

9. a.
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Maximum temperature

b. r = 0.96. This indicates a strong positive relationship
between the maximum temperature and the number of
icy-poles sold. The hotter the day more icy-poles sold.

10. a.
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b. r = 0.8840
c. i. As the depth of snow increases there appears to be

greater numbers of skiers overall.
ii. There is a strong positive linear association between

the number of skiers at the resort and the depth of
snow for those 12 weekends.

iii. Within these times, one could predict more visitors
when the snowfalls are heavy.

Review 1.6: exam practice
1. C
2. B
3. D
4. D
5. B
6. A
7. B
8. D
9. D

10. C
11. C
12. A
13. a. 130

b. 33.8%
c. 97.5%
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14. a.
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b. There appears to be a positive relationship which is
linear.

15. a.
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b. There is no apparent relationship.
16. a. Explanatory variable – length

Response variable – yield

b.
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c. The scatterplot indicates a positive linear relationship.
d. Using Excel, r = 0.74. There is a moderate positive

relationship between the length of the plot and the yield
of potatoes.

17. a.

Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

With virus 48 2 50

Without virus 149 1 150

Total 197 3 200

b. The percentage of people with the virus who returned a
positive result was 96%.
The probability of returning a positive test when not
infected was 0.67%.

18. a.
Test results

Accurate Not accurate Total

Telling truth 77 3 80

Telling lies 17 3 20

Total 94 6 100
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b. No

19. a.
Attitude Primary Secondary

Fewer 7.5% 4.3%

Same 43.3% 19.1%

More 49.2% 76.6%

Total 100% 100%

b. Secondary students were much keener on having more
holidays than primary students as the percentage of
secondary students who desired more holidays was
76.6% compared to primary students who desired more
holidays was 49.2%.

20. a.
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b. Let height be x and weight be y.

xi − x
sx

yi − y

sy

(
xi − x
sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
−1.34 −1.28 1.72

−0.80 −0.82 0.66

−0.27 −0.28 0.08

0.27 0.19 0.05

0.80 0.79 0.63

1.34 1.39 1.86

∑
(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
5

r =
1

n− 1
∑

(
xi − x

sx

)(
yi − y

sy

)
=

1

6− 1
× 5 = 1

There is a perfect positive linear correlation between
heights and weights for this sample.UNCORRECTED PAGE PROOFS




